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Yearbook

ma.kes·.a
colll.eback
The yearbook is sold· for $50, .
and the total publication- cost for'
20b3·_was $25,247.
Students who ~er~ mourning the
In 2003, only 300 yearbooks ·
death of the. Xavier Yearbook can were purchased. .
_smile again.
.
· In the pastthree years, the yearAfter facing ca:ncellatiOn follo_w- book has been operating .under
ing the publishing of the 2004 edi- heavy debt.
tion, the yearbook has· been re- · The 2005 yearbook
.also
vived.
.
rely mainly on student sales. One
In September, the Newswire re- possible plan to increase sales is to
ported that the yearbook had·been · ipclude the 2005 yearbook in the
cancelled due to a lack of interest. senior package at graduation.
The yearbook, which has been pub· A new arrangement with the
lished for the past so years, had suf- Bursar's of:fice is•also being confered from slumping sales and in- sidered.
, < Many students fail tc:i'see the
creasir1g.debt.
· · ··
Junior Jessica Moman, Editor of ' value in 'theyeilrbook: The year- '
The Musketeer Annual, believes the book is meant to be a collection of
dismal sales are a result 'of the college memories.
change in the yearbook distribution·
"The yearbook captures those
policy.
memorable events, funny teachers,
"Ithink that the slump occurred thrilling games, and close friends
because it was no longer being added that can be q~ickly forgotten as the
to the Bursar [bill],'' Morman said.. years pass,'' Morr~an said. "It pre''Many students do not carry around serves.the heritage and tradition of
$50 in cash, whiCh is the price of this excellent Jesuit University."
the yearbook.
·
Post~graduation, many alumni
"The past several years we have decide that they want a Musketeer.
sold several hundred each year, Annuaf from their college days and
· which is nowhere nearwhat it once find that the yearbook they desire
was."
is not available to them"
In previous years, the cost of the
The 2004 books should be
yearbook 'was automatically available election week. Students
charged to the Bursar Bill.
will receive a postcard reminding
Students had to send in a post- · them to pick up their yearbook in
card stating that they did not want the mail.
the yearbook in otder to. avoid that
Then, theyy inustbring the postcharge.
· ·c
card with them to the Office ofStuUsing that system,' enough year- dent Life on' the third floor of the
. books were sold that the cost of Gallagher Student Center to claim ·
printing the .yearbook was cover.ed their yearbook. .
. .
by the sales.
.
.
.
Students can also purchase the.
Some viewed that approach as 2005. yearbooks at the Office of
confusing, and the process· ended Student Life for $50.00.
in 2001.
.Students.are also encouraged to
A lack of student inter.est sentthe tum in pictures to the yearbook in
y~arbook $10,000 into debt, which. the Musketeer Annual slot located
the Student Government Associa- · in the Student· Government Assotion p~id off with a onectirrie dona- ciation Office on the seconc;l floor
tion.
<;>f the Gallagher Student Center.. ·
SGA provides The Musketeer.
Students· interested in working
Annual. with $2,400 each year, but for
yearbook should contact a
at
the rest of their budget relies on Moman
yearbooksales.
·
··· ·. . jessanne02@hotmail.com.

BY NORA .MCINERNY
Contributing Writer·
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SGA hears ·racial c.oncerns
BY MEGAN MATTHEWS
Contributing Writer

After Couch left the public forum section of the meeting was held
where students have the opportuAt Monday's Student Govern- nity to address the senate.
ment Senate meeting, Chief of
Many members of the Gentlemen
Campus Police Michael Couch de- Organized for Achievement and
fended himselfagainst the letter to Leadership (G.O.A.L.) and the
the editor in the Newswire on Oct. Black Student Association (B.S.A.)
20.
were present. .
The letter, writ~en by senior
G.O.A.L. Presdient ·J .J. Gibson
Ebony 'Davis •. said that Couch criticized. SGA for "dropp~ng the
wanted metal detectors for the Talib ball" and not. becoming informed
K weli concert on Oct. 29 .because about the discrimination that surof the type of crowd that would be rounded the events of the concert.
att~nding.
.
Gibson, a senior, blamed the ex· Davis implied that Couch's rea- ecutives and focused his attention
soning was racially motivated.
on senior SGA President Andy
Couch apologized if anything Gibson, whowaspresentatthemeethe saidwas.. offensive.
ing where the comments were macle
. He said he did. not meait any- by Couch. .
.
thing derogatory by his statements.
. SGA. "did not fulfill their obliJunior .Senator Joe. Ring asked · gation to represent all types o(
Couc.h if he planned .on Writing a people in the student body,'' J.J.
response tO the editorial, but Couch Gibson said.
said that he doesn't responded to·.
He went on to wonder if all of
editorials in the Newswire~·
the senators would have.to beAfri'

'

'
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· Eiectorial College
· \craziness·.··

can American in order for African
American students to be represented on campus.
.
Gibson also asked why the
saults on DanaAvenue received immediate attention but.11 days had
passe.d without any word from
SGA.
·
He also said he repsented the
African-Americans at the meeting
and said it is "a student issue, not a
black issue."
. Davis said she spoke with
Couch in a later meeting and that
he could not explain why he made
the comments he made to her satisfaction.
Andy Gibson gave a public
apology "for not raising his hand
to have Couch explain his comments" and ''for not passing on the
i~formatlonto the Senate."
He said he a:lread~ apologized
to Davis in a previous private meeting.

Something's Fischyabout
ticket policy
PAGE 8

Here's a 'Saw,' now kill
yourself
'
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Students 'Run Like Hell'

fore turning left on.to Victory Park- .
way at the Village Apartments,
Shortly after mile one, they
Cincinnati's frog-run hard rock crossed the black iron gates to enter
·.
The Gender and Diversity Stud- radio station, WEBN, hosted the Walnut Hills Cemetery.
In what seemed to be an effort to
ies colloquia on the pedagogy of "Run Like Hell" to benefit the
diversity continues with.a presen~ Greater Cincinnati Cystic Fibrosis coax some of the dead from their
· eternal slumber, 'WEBN played
tation from noon to 1:30 p.m. Foundation last Friday evening.
For
the
13th
year
in
a
row,
parscary-themed music at the gate. ·
Monday in Room. 250 of the
.ticipants
ran
3.1
miles
through
the
Upon entering, runners found
Gallagher S_tudent Center. Dr. GinWalnut
Hills
Cemetery.
themselves·pacing
along toAC/DC's
ger McKenzie (Education) will
The
race,
held
at
the
corner
of
"Hell's
Bells."
.
,
· discuss frameworks she uses -to
Woodburn
and
Dana,
right
next
to
After
ab9ut
half
a
mile of run.help education majors deal with
·
Xavier's
campus,
was
sponsored
by
ning
through
the
candle-lined
cempoverty and race as they encoun..
Ffoet
Feet
WEBN,
Cincinnati
Bell,
etery
walkway,
with
the
last
light
of
ter them in the classroom. Bring a
Sports,
Xavier
University,
Mizuno,
day
stjll
silhcmetting
the
tree
limbs,
brown bag lunch and join for all ·
or part of any of these presenta- Domino's Pizza, Skyline Chili,_ the runners left the cemetery to the
tions. Fruit and dessert will be pro- Michelob Ultra, and Cincinnati Bell spooky strains of the "X-Files." .
NEWSWIRE PHOTO TAKEN BY S!-fANE GLEASON.
With the "threat" behind them,
vided. If you areinterested in mak- among others. WEBN called the
Participants of WEBN's 13th annual "Run Like Hell" prepare.
ing a presentation as part of the race, "so scary you'll want to do it runners tackled the Jonathon Street
to run tnree miles throughWaliiutHill~ Cemetery last Friday..
. hill, then crossed over I-71 tc:i finish
series, please call or e-mail Chris- with a friend."
The top male runner award wentc
Each participant's $30 entry fee back where they started at Dana and lions, and the runners' .standard, ba:-.
tine Anderson, 745-4246,
nanas and water. ·
to. Brett Lemaster from Ports- "
And e.r soc @ x av i e 'r. e du. also got them a t-shirt and entrance Woodburn.
Party goers were also treated tCi mouth,, OH,. with a time of 16:25 ..
to the Phantastic Party after the race,
Once finished, runners and walkRunners and walkers started by ers celebrated with free ~illed food, Wallingford coff~e and chili, Glier'.s ~. · Cystic fibrosis, the reason for.
poundin9 down Dana Avenue be- moderately priced alcoholic lib.a- Goetta burgers, refreshments f('.om . the night's festivities, is the result ..
Wild. Oats Market, and for a siµall of a genetic defect.
· .
A conference on worker coopprice, Domino's Pizza;
.
· Abnormally thick, stieky mu- ..
erative businesses, hosted by
The Rusty Griswolds proyided cus in the hingsputs the afflicted
_XavierUniversity's Peace & Jusat· a. high risk for life-threatening
· live 80s ro.ck m,usic. ·
tice Programs, will be held at
Teams, fora small fee; could also .· Jung infections. .
Xavier University from 8:30 a.m.
The- Greater CinCii:mati Cystic
· enter the Crypt Keeper's Cornhcile:
- 12:30 p.m. on Saturday in room
· · ··
Fibrosis Foundation e~timates that
Tournament.
214 of the Gallagher Student
A costume contestgave prizes to more than 30,000 adults and chilCenter. This event is free and. open
the best individual. and group cos- dren live with .this disease in the
to the public. For more informatumes.
United States.
tion, contact the Peace and JusThough not everyone dressed up,
A number of Xavier students
tice Department at 745-3320.
a trio. of sumo wrestlers, the Jolly were spotted among the ghouls
Green Giant, Fr~nkenstein, Mi:;'. Pac racing through the cemetery.
. .Man, the Super Troopers, and hub- .
I>erhaps they forgot that Talib .
dry_ds of de:vil~horned :entrants •all . Kweli. also performed. that night~ .· ...
partiCipated.
Or, .they maybe just enjoyed runAt 7:30 p.m. on Monday,
Athletes of all types entered and ning for a.great cause;
Voices of Solidarity (VOS) will
each had a good time.
For more information about
present the' Floerke sisters, who
The top female award went to cystic fibrosis and/or to volunteer
will speak about sustainable comKayla Justice from Cincinnati, with for the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation,
munity development in a global
Runners gather at the starting line before the race begins.
a time of 20:48'
call 533-9300. ·
economy. The event will take
place in the third floor lounge of
the Commons.·

Diversity Speaker

PATRICK MEEHAN

Contributing Writer

Business Conference

VOS Speaker

Tikkun Community
Xavier University's Peace and
Justice Programs will present national organizer of the Tikkun
Community, Lynne Canning, at 4
and 7 p.m. on Nov. 10. Canning
will speak in room 219 of Alter
Hall. The focus of Canning's talk
will be on the path to peace and
healing in the Middle East. This
event is free and open to the public. For more information, contact
the Peace and Justice Department
at 745-3320

New nursing club
comes to .. campus

interaction between nursing students
and other Xavier clubs and to .
. Contributing Writer
provide a supportive social network
Nursing majors and other inter- for students. in the nursing program."
·The officers began working out .
ested students now have a club
through which they can find sup- the logistics of the dub this year, ·
port and opportunities to reach out and hope to begin hosting actiyito their community.
ties and monthly dub rrieetingslater
In years past, Xavier had pro- this month.
vided its nursing students with a
.O'.Le~y announced, "We intend ·
club which helped create a commu- ·to have guest speakers to inform stu- ·
nity of nursing majors, but the club dents about nursing, attend nursing
conferences, and engage in commu~
disbanded several years ago.
Sophomores Kate O'Leary and nity outreach such. as pe~forining
Xavier's branch of Habitat for
Laura Teal ·and juniors Joanne · community blood pressure c.hecks
Humanity.. is conducting Its first
Gorski and Lisa Pickrel, tinder the in malls a11d helping the kids atSt.
. annual Rake-A-Thon on the folipoderatio~ of Dr. Margaret King, Mark's understand importance of.
lowing Saturdays· and Sundays:
-health and nutrition."
are in the process offeviving it.
Nov. 13-14, '.20-21 and Dec. 4-5.
Nursing, ac:cording to O'Leary,
.The club ·also plans to organize
The members of the club wiil rake
is "a paid professio~ that links sci- . . sp~cial .events for· the Xavier comany yard, provided the yard's· ence and humanities."
munity.
.
·
owner is willing to donate $15 per
The purpose of this club, called
O'Leary comµiented, "It is a·goal
hour, per worker, with about four Student Nurse Organization, is "To ·· to get more people aware of progfam
workers on each job. The proceeds
enhance the development of stu- and the iniporta~ce c:ifnur~iljgi,n the
will help pay for Xavier's fifth dent nurses as professional professional sense.''
. · ·
Habitat for Humanity house, For
persons ... to fosternursing students'
Student, NU'rse Orgarifzation
more information, contact Katrina
understanding. of the role. of the·.·. plans to set up a group the.Xavier
Mahlerwein at 924-8824 or at
nurse in today'~ ~eal.th c~e sy~~~m •.-:, pgi:taJ once they compl~te.the.c;lub.
mahlerwei nkr@xavier.edu.
10· encourage partieiiJation in. coill- ·. agenda anci enco_urag~s aW11tyrested
munity service projects, to facilitate. students to johr.
• ... · ·... ·.·-:· ·

·Police .Notes
Oct. 30, 2 p.m•...:.... An employee
Oct. 26, 1 p.m. -A student re- .
ported the theftofhis wallet from reported a bass drum damaged in
the music room in Edgecliff HalL
Husman Hall.

JACQUIE DERTING

Rake-A-Thon

on

Oct. 27, 12:45 p~m. ~.A student repor~ed the theft ofa banner
from the Gallagher St.udent Cen~
ter:

Nov.1, 1:40 a.m. _:.A student
was cited for possession of drug
paraphe!nalia in the Husman lot.

Oct. 27, 8:16 p.m. -Two students reported a minor automobile
accident. in the Sycamo~eJot...

Oct. 29, 10:30 p.m. - Two
non-students were citedfo dte G2
lot for the possessiOn of marijuana. ·
a_nd drug abuse: . ... :. . - . ' ..... , .

.

.

.

Oct. 30, 3:0.5 a.m.,- Campus
Police investigated two students ....
arguing/fighting· in the Gallagher ·
~tudent Center.:.~:They. Were.sepa~

r~ted a.n~. ~.t?.11! ~n~th~fr::~ay:.

' ... ..
~~~~:~+-·.?~
~

~
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'Go.aebing' . getsstudents back on track
The program is not a substitute
for
counseling C>r therapy, however,
ContribuiingWriter ·
a coaph
tefei a stlldent to ·apStuden(s. have their goals in sight· propriate services if necessary.
and are achieving them one by one,. · Coaching began at the start of
thanks· to a new prograf!l at the · this semester, and already boasts a
Learning Assistance Center.
number of success stories.·
Tlie LAC's Coaching program
connects a "c.oach" with a student,
to provide guidance in helping the
student make a positive change in
academics, social life or any other
area in which the student.needs support.
-Ann Dinan
"The [coaching] students know
they need to make a change, but
LA~ Director
may not know how to go about it,
because there are obstacles in the
way," said Ann Dinan, trained coach
"It's really going well," Dinan
said. "[Students] are meeting their
and LAC Director.
"Coaching helps to uncover . academic goals, improving their
GPAs.what's blocking·them."
The coach and student meet pri"They've also set other goals for
vately, and form a close partnership · themselves in terms of balancing
to accomplish the student's goals.
school and .their social lives, and
The coach does not advise or in- they've met those as well."
struct the student, but offers inquiry
Junior .Kelly Logan- has been
and challenges, to move the student coached all semester, and credits the
toward achieving those goals.
prograJil with giving her direction.
MARIA SHEERAN

will

·."Coaching takes into
account the balance of
the individual "

Coaching is free of charge.
"I was so indecisive about in his studies as well as support in
There. are curreptly nine students
where I was going;" Logan said. his personal life;
At the end of the semester, his being coached.
"Now I know what I want my deAll students are.eligible to pargree in, and am planning on going GPA ha&risen above _a 3.0.
His overallattitude and outlo.ok ticipate, _although the program is
to grad school."
"It's a holistic approach;' Dinan on areas outside of academics had only accepting a total of 13 students for the entire- 2004-2005
also improved tremendously.
said .. "Coaching takes into acc
school year.
count the· balance of the indiAnyone who applies after that
vidual.
will be placed on a waiting list.
Coaching re~lly helps with
The LAC offers coaching along
taking a step back and looking at
with its many other services to supthe. tangible steps you need to·
port academics, including accomtake [to succeed]."
modations for students with disStudents also say lh:ey like the
abilities, study groups, tutoring and
flexibility of the program.
workshops.
They decide in which of their
."
The LAC has high hopes coachlives the coaching should be, and
ing will continue throughout next
how frequently the meetings hap-Dinan
school year.
pen.
"We're thrilled with the pro"You can design it for whatDinan is the only coach avail- gram," Dinan said. "The bottom
ever you want itto be," Logan said.
Plans to start the coaching pro- able for this school year, while the line is the university supports the
students in a creative, new and ingram began last April, with a stu- program is in the pilot stage.
dent who was on what Dinan deThe university will look. at. the novative way."
"Now I have focus on where I
scribed as "unsure footing" regard- program's success over the course
ing his student status, due to_ his of this first year. If the program is want to be," Logan said.
determined successful, the goal is
For more information about this
failing grades.
The LAC worked closely with then to expand the program by and other services, please call the
the student, and offered him help training others to become coaches. LAC at 745-3280.

"The bottom line is
the universi-ty supports
.
the 'students in a
creative, new and
.
. way.
innovative

"X-You Decide" inspires students into Politics
TARA DIXON

Senior News Editor

X-You Decide is a non-partisan
group formed to educate Xavier voters on the. candidates and issues arid
motivate them
gedo the pol!S
and vote on Election Day.
"The mission ofX-You Decide is
to inform and educate student voters about the issues and topics of
the 2004 election as well as to mobilize and empower students to make
their voices heard," said senior Andy
Gibson, co-chair of X-You Decide
and SGA President.
·
X-You Decide was formed by
Gibson and co-chair, senior and student senator Pavan Parikh, alpng
with representatives from the Stu-

to

dent GovernmentAssociation, Uni"We· also posted table tents
versity Patriots, College Democrats, throughout campus giving unbi·and College Republicans, as well ased information about where the .
as the Peace and Justice Programs presidential candidates stood on'
and the Brueggeman Center· for the issues," he said.
·
Religious Dialogue~ · ·
X-You Decide co-sponsored
.
The ·group spoilsored different " two presidential debate watches-at
events leading up to the election . the University of Cincinnati ana
to raise interest and awareness of at Xavier's Schmidt Hall.
Local media and party officials
candidates and issues among·
Xavier students.
were invitedto discuss issues with
They helped bring MTV Rock students, and followed the presithe Vote to campus in September, dential debate with a discussion
in cooperation with the Office of· and open forum.
"The UC debate watcli was well
the President and the University Pa• attended, with about twenty to
triots.
''As far as turnout for MTV Rock thirty Xavier students making the
the Vote, Xavier set the record for trip, The Xavier debate watch was
the most students registered to attended by over 100 students,"
Gibson said.
vote," Gibson said.

·"We also co~sponsored a forum
Gibson believes that X-You Deheaded by Dr. James Buchanan that . cide was successful in educating
discussed the war on Iraq, and last young voters and getting them regweek we hosted small group dis- istered and motivated to vote.
''As with any election, it's imcussion ~d depates pertaining to
the candidates; the election as a. portant to get students into the
whole, and .the issues addressed,'' habit of voting and to value the
importance of voting, with this year
he said.
.The response to X-You Decide being even more important with
sponsored events has been support- several issues on the city and state
level, as well as the presidential
ive and enthusiastic.
"Every event we've held has election,'' he said.
''The goal was to remain as unbeen well received. We've had a lot
of support from administration and bia8ed as possible. I think we posithe community as a whole. I think ·. tively informed students to get regthat any time people see our demo- istered to go vote. I think when the
graphic, college students, being polls are back for the Xavier preproactive when it comes to a civic cinct, ·as well as the surrounding
duty as important as voting, it's very precincts, we'll find that voter turnwell received,'' Gibson said.
out was higher than in the past."
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ANDY GIBSON, SGA PRESIDENT·
CONSTANCE FOWLER, LEGISLATIVE VICE PRESIDENT
JOE VAN DEMAN, ADMINISTRATIVE VICE PRESIDENT

In recognitio~ to the indiscretions that have recently occurred in regards to race relations that involved a member
of the student body as a member of the Student Government Association, the SOA Executive as a part of SGA
puts forth the following statement:
·

"Comments made by ChiefMichael Couch in a meeting pertaining to prospective security measures atth~ SGA
sponsored Talib Kweli concert held on October 29, 2004 were racially insens.itive. ·
·
·
This situation speaks to a climate on Xavier University's campus that has much room for growth and improvement. ·
in race relations, amongst other areas ofdiversity and inclusion.·
·
· ·
It is the belief ofSGA Executive that these comments do not reflect the true character of Chief Michael Couch.
.

.

As the representative body for all students, SGA is and wiiract to impr~ve the said climateo/Xavier University....
Acknowledging that members .of the student body felt they were not represented, the SGA: Executive puts foi:ththe
following stitteme.nt:
··
·
.

, ;~Where the Student Government Assodation is' taking a:reactive as oppoled to jJrda~tive approackto the
aforementioned issue, andWhere this type ofresponse has .llot folly met the level ofc/esiredfepresentation Of · .
students, the SGA Executive apologizes to all students who were ofje.nded or hurt due to our lack ofresponse up ·
· until this time. Further, we reco'gnize the opportunity at.hand to improve the Xavier University climate with
regards to race relations and broader diversity and inclusion issues. ,,
..

.....·:··:-.;'·'fil>..~~.PJ~
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JOHN MATT.HEWS, STUDENT ACTIVITIES COUNCIL CHAIR ·
.
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Monday, SACkicke~:9£.f;:ijpµreooining Week··
CLAR~;,.~E~A~~ST~.DENT:~ELATl9N.~ .
with· .its anp.':lalJate ;riight.~n~c~:~/I:),e8-pite, ruµior(of
This Wed~esday:· Nov~riibei 3rd, and . the. week's cancella~ion;·;fafeqiight·snaq}{''mai:ked the
Friday, November qlh, Xavier University will be beginning ofa Horri.ecoming·~tliii(is",h1Jull swmg;, and.:
. ~~~~~c~orfht~ .t:a~h K:n~o~~weV::r~el~~fen~! · the best·patt<of tile weekJ~.tiiatii('is'Jti~;t.:beginrtlng~ ·.·.
· · The.
· · · ~d.eafor)he co,ursei c§lll')e
· ·as. a din~ct:
· This Y.ear's:Ho.meco.m
;-course;
... irig.ofii
. . ..ers'.:~t:.u
, a.·e. nt.s
. .• a··'.iJ.ieth. . ora.::. o. . f
.. ANDY

'·A:J~ion61~rkth~a~~~~~~6:u!ssat~1!s. ···:s~~~W!. ·.~cti~tib~·~6t.t:~e:;~·.s:=~f:E~r~§~~t~hti7c/'.-c~shi~·····

.

....
off~campus:·~ere out of .thei,ordinary in .their Night. at 8:00 ~nd:play'black'jac~~iihd pbker,:~gailist.:
.natur,e; th.enwe.·:.had ·to. choose:·an ·out of thi~f cnh: SGA.de:hlers ~~d:,sl()(Iri.acliin~~;:.··/rh,~top.:players
.ordinary response' to.them; thisis·one of the best .and .those ·:w.hose.''tick~ts,)1r~:·'..i:-B:ndo#ily di-a\\rn ·wil)
respons~s -:-in my opinion"':cavailable to senate;"
•
. ,
· · "'· ,, •· · ··
·
-.
Shih Fu· .ware was· the•·first American to receive prizes.
· . .· · ·..: · ·. · . . . · . . ·. · . . . · . .
· ·
win the ·1ntetnational ·Kung .F:u Competition in .
. . On F'ddayo get a·'date; and:~om~ ti:> this.. yefil:'~.
three events· in t980 and. is an inducted member. Homecoming ·.Dance:. -~''Midnight:·.-::R,hiiJ)so'ay'~;:,;..at: the.. "
·to the ·international. Martial :Arts· Hall of Fame: · .· Co~Y:~.*-~iori.:p~ntef.111'. ~?'"'ili.?\V~·;:;'ft~~}{*~~'·~rW,$~0.a#d ··.
Even · though .she· 'IS' a· Cartjinals: fan, Senator·: on 13a1~·this.•week'from::lt;ao,~iJi, · %3PpJ:Ii.j.n:Gallag~er:
Rhiannan .price· makes...·.the.·: analogy: "This: aild •. ; fi-()in. ::·"5:00paj? 7·:0ppin :\·:on\.'·W.~driesda~ <~:ttd •
·experience could be compared·:to le~rnirighow to..· ·Thursday· in· frorit' ofi''the·::;cafe,;: ::·,.nl1ses:'.'will :leave·.
: pitch.· from the Bo~ton Red. S0>(Pedro Martinez}', .Buellger >Cfi.-cle fro~?:s:?opiti_ .:':iQJOp~, a~d· tf1~y
Moreover, Shih Fu Ware has taught this same 1 · .. ·... " ·. 'b . k"' . . ........... t...... t···,. · . . ··t..l·l 30 ··· · · ·
prograr;n at the University of Cin~innati, Hebrew. . eave·.to co~e ac : to c~~pus ~ ~~;._l~f;ta
pm.
.
:Union· College, Ford.· Motor.:Company, and ..··. · <·The .week··c~lllip.ate:~}!i.1..~;:'.S.~turday·a~ the . ·..
General Electric; to name a few>. He. has Xavier Mex~) Baskethallteam.Jaces'Calif'.ornia (J:>a.) at .· .·
,accolades ranging from the. Cleveland :soard of l:OOpm .....Come cheer :,on '.tlj~ .'Musk,eteers as they· ·
Education to the Wiz RadioStaticin..
.
attempt to carzy tfiek success' fioin:last year's NCAA
·
.
. The ,evept Js. b~ing :. !;P.on.sore~ by. the to~rnament irito the coming seas6n:, · ·
Office of thE!. University _Presrgent, ·the Office of
. If you . have any .questions pertaining to
Student Development; the Studi;mt Government. .
. .· .
. . ·.. ·.·. . ·
.· :·: .'. ·.• ... : . ·..· . · . · . ·
Executive, and th~ Uniyersity com'11ittee on the Ho~ecommg or other SG~ event.a, ·please call Joai:ue
's.tatus of Wc)men. It is being promoted by Take ,Weidner a~ x4250. Be sure to ·coxi;ie ·out, and enJOY
Back the Night. Prices for. the ·four'.:'week eoi.irse the week's .festivities.
··
·are 4 sessions for $20. Moreover, the first ten meri and women to sign .up for the course on
Monday November 15 ', take the course.for freei
· In closing, please ·com~ '.Put: and support ·
this event. It is a great opportunity. for anyone
concerned with student safety ·.to .. learn-·proven;
·effective techniques from an ir1ternc;itionai expert.
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Did you

,.,

..
;

get a

.. ·,··

. 1400 on
the SAT?
Never thought thatyou'd
use your test scores?
Now•s your chance.! We've
·got the best part time job
youttl ever have! Teach our
SAT and ACT classes . Pay
· starts at $l5/hr. Apply,
on.line.
WW~ldrtC8ta"'9t~!LCDm/

.employment

·ottcan.ous? · , ·,., ·- · SoPhomores&Juniors: .

-.. Where are.voulivinu
··next vearil

. What are vour optionsil

..

,, I

THE

XAVIER

UNIVERSITY

NEWSWIRE

Chavon Mitchell,

EDITOR . eman: NEWSWIRE-OPED@XAVIER.EDU
.
I

S'.fAFF' EDITORIAL -

LOVING YOURSELF BY LOVING YOUR PHYSICAL
.BODY
AS)NELL
AS YOUR SPIRIT :
.
.·
..
.
:·
NORA MCINERNY

Guest Columnist

Election mayhem

. She was loud, .funny, intellig~nt,··. ·killing y~urs:elfwithyour lifestyle,
giving, and open::miilded.: Meghan.··. what' kind of fove. is that? Loving.
wasalotofthingstoalotofpeople. y~urself means seeing rooin for
But she was also, most obviously, · improvement.
We don't say to a drug addict,
severely overweight. At.h~r heaviest, she was clinically obese, with · "Oh, just love yourself the way you
a Body Mass Index of33.
·. ·· are; addietioil and all." We tell them
To put that In perspective, a.· to lay off.the crack pipe and clean
healthy one is 20-25. Her weight up their ac:t. Food, like drugs, can
was an issue that people who loved · become an· addiction, whether we
are 'chronically indulging or denyher skirted around; She had tried
. .
couple diets ·and dropped acouple ing ourselves.
pounds before, but aiways put
. Telling someone wlio is un·them back OQ.. She was, underneath . healthy to have self-love doesn't·
all of her energy and activities, · mean telling them to embrace the
·miserable.
fat that is choking their heart - it
means h~lping them to recognize
how their lifestyle is affecting them
and those around them. You ·
shouldn't hate yourselffor how you
are, but.'you shouldn't embrace
something that is not who you are,
but what you are. ·
· Our country is filled with little
Mary-Kate Olsen wannabes, who
starve themselves into skeletons. It
is ·filled with the morbidly obese
lining. up for gastric-bypass rather
To make a long story short, than skipping the fast food. ·
If you go to Burger King in LonMeghan is. now upwards of sixty
pounds lighter. That's like losing a don and order a medium whopper ·
meal, you might find yourself, as I
second~grader or a hundred Big
Mac meals. No, she didn't go all did, complaining to the girl behind
Calista Flockhart-Lara Flynn the counter that you ordered a meBoyle on us.· She changed her dium, .not a small!She will _look at
lifestyle: ·
you and say, "That.is a medium
Now, the only thing that people · meal." But wqat she really wants to·
can. talk about is how beautiful say is, "Listen, fatty, this is all the
Meghan fs, how fabulOus, how fries a girl needs, okay?".
Meghan· once told me: that she
breathtaking. For the first time, we
look like sisters. Underneath her wasn't.trfing to be perfect, she was
excess weight were cheekbones, just trying to be better than she was
ar~~. ~md ~ k!!Jer ~.<t~: ofJ~gs, Now, b(lfor.e. We live in the land of':frimwhat she has outside matches what Spa ~nci'Diet Coke - the home of
· the super size and saturated fats.
she has illside.
We need to find, as my sister.has
. Some people say that we should
love our~elves as we are. If you art: found - a happy medium.

My sistedvfeghari is nine years
my senior. We have. always been
like night and day. I was tall with
the
blonde hair and blue eyes of
For all of you who aie sick and Mr. Howard Dean) "Pennsylvania!...
niy.
mother's side of the family;.
tired of election coverage, it must FI or id a! ... Michigan!' .. .
while
Meghan was shorter with the
be a relief to know that this seem- Minnesota! ... Wi sco,n sin .. .
eyes and hair of my fadark
brown
ingly interminable election cycle Yeaaaaaaaagh! !!"
ther.
·
has finally come to a close.
"Now Mad Howard's primary run
Ourappeararices
were different,
· As this article is being written, a was perhaps an exciting phenombut
so
were
we.
I
was
a princess. I
Jong line of voters is piling into the en on. But, this new election- chalgot
what
I
wanted
when
I wanted it
Gallagher Ceriter where it looks as Jenge trend is neither exciting nor
because,
as
I
loved
to
point
out, I
if there is at least a two-hour wait. a phenomenon.
was
a
three-sport
athlete
with
perAs we at the Newswire put the paIt's boring - and aggravating fect
grades.
I
was
also
a
girl
who
per together this evening, we will and, it's here to stay.
be anxiously checking the news for
What a sad statement about needed manicures, pedicures, fathe latest results.'·
Ameri_can politics if we as a coun- cials, and highlights from the best
And as these pages hit
· try cannot even elect our salon in Minneapolis. And, I
the presses late tonight,
~
president in a civil and needed Daddy to pay for it.
But whatever I did, I always.felt
the votes will be tallied ~\...O~ ·
decisive manner.
that
my parents loved and appreci- ·
Whatisthereasonfor
from across the nation . ,~Al\)
lf!l#"·- ::J....
this troubling develop- ated me simply. for being normal..
and sleepy-eyed news
P
ment in our electo_ral The straight arrow. The first of their
anchors will report. the
.it~
culture? Aside from the children who, fingers crossed,
results revealing who
141"..,.
. . legacy of the 2000 would graduate from college in
will be our president for
the next four years.
~ Florida debacle, it's the under seven years; ·
Meghan was artsy arid funky.
So, as you read this, is
·rabid partisanship of our
Meghan was the girl who would
there a clear winner? We should political culture.
hope so, 6ut•it's doubtful. Most
Naturally, when there exists such dye her hair pink or chop it off like
likely, at the very moment you read a partisan zeal to beat the other guy Catherine Zeta-Jones after she saw
· this page, there are legions of Jaw~ · at all costs, we see these electoral "Chicago". She performed in· the
yers in battleground states challeng- manipulations and other such she- National Poetry Slam. She had her
ing results over endless scenarios nanigans like voter intimidation, own -.yebsite; She smoked. She
of voter fraud. Indeed; as I write multiple registrations, registration lived with ... shhhh ... a gay man
.
this, the polls are not even dosed of voters who don't exist; crack for (Oh! The SCANDAL!).
She was the girl who dated muand already the first legal chal- votes, foul-mouthed vice-presilenges have been.filed in your very dents, Michael Moore; moon turn- sicians, who cohabited before marown state, and countless other in- · ,ing to blood, cats and dogs living riage, who pierced her nose and got
a tattoo. She was the pne who was
stances of foul play have been re- together.
ported, in states such as Wisconsin,
Hpw are we to hold civil, stable, going to·send my father to an early
legitimate elections if such· a win- grave with all her indie-rock-lisPennsylvania and Florida.
Now allow us at.the Newswire at-all-cost' mentality pervades our · tening, ithrif.t-store-sh()ppi~gi··premarital-whaievering.
,
·
our "Dewey Defeats Truman" mo- political culture?
But in spite of her lifestyle,
ment and excuse us if we're wrong,
Only after we return to the. culbut this hQ_rserace is not over yet. ture of civil discourse and civic re- which never ceased to confuse and
.We might know the real winner, sponsibility will we be able to safe- embarrass me, Meghan was great.
maybe in a couple weeks ... maybe guard our electoral process from
E·n'i'f.OR
L E T T E R
T 0
T H E
.
fraud and save our democratic proJanuary ... maybe 2013.
Depending on the tightness. of cess from devolving into a game of
the results .in the much coveted .legal manipulation.
battleground states, look for an • We may be without a presidenAre you feeling .a draft? That port, a draft cannot be reinstated. doctrineoftheU.S.Armytoaskfor.
.elongated process of tedious litiga- tial mandate for a couple months.
tion in your very own state and pi:ob- Unfortunately, fixing the bigger was the question -asked in a half Yet MoveOn says that the pre.si- civilians to be drafted before they
page political ad in the last issue dent alone .is the authority.
would exhaust the IRR pool, along
ably even coming soon to (to quote picture will fake a bit longer.
of the Newswire. It was the
The ad also falsely stated that with all of the Reserves, National
COPYRIGIIT 2004
CiRCULATION 3,000
"MoveOn".organization's attempt Army recruiters can'tfill their quo- Guard, and the Retired Reserves·
to
convince the re~~er. that Presi- . tas. Jt is true ,that the Army Na- (soldiers recently retired).
Editor in Chief & Publisher DANIEL COX
dent
Bush is going to enact the tional Guard did fall short of meet- .~ · The U.S. Army has been an all
Managing Editor ' LISA DEGENHART
draft
if
re-elected~
ing their desired numbers this fis- . volunteer organization since the
Business Manager MOLLY BAYER
The
ad
stated
that
the
military
.
cal
year, but the Army and Army late 70s and it is one critical reason
Advertising Manager ELIZABETH ARNETT
stretched
that·
there
is
no
Reserve
Recruiters did pass their that we are as successful today. All
was
so
Advertising Assistant ANN TASSONE
.
other
option
so
the
reader
better
recruiting
numbers.
·
f •1.dffour members volunteered to join.
Adviser PATRICK LARKIN
vote against Bush or bettex: start Iik- · Here at Xavier ROTC, people ar~· ,.R/T~~ 4rganization would take a ma~
Campus News Editors
Distributio". Manager
ing the_ idea of graduate school in still calling me· daily ·"tic
· ' • • low if ourranks were filled with
MEGNALEZNY
JOSH BOBIN(/ER
Fallujah.
·
.
join
so
they
c
erv~-;:;
ns that did not want to be·
JOHN TIIOMAS
Calendar City
~
1,.._
·
.
I
have
been
an
Army
officer
for
ficers
Senior News Editor
RY AN WILLIAMSON ·
nine
years
and
am
currently....,tb~"'.,,...,....
....
if
s~e
of
bringing
back
a
TARA DIXON
Copy Editors
-......
·
't
make
sense.
It
is
not
Admissions
Officer
for
Opinions and Editorials
MARY BETII BENNETT
...
Department here a~Xih
the elected. members ·
CHA VON MITCHELL
PATRICK GILL
ent ·or the Departpromise you - this ad: .
DAVID WARFIELD
BRYON LORTON
Sports Editors
Advertising Sales
further from the truth.
se, and it is not goDAVID GILMORE
KEVIN MCKENNA
appen!
· ·
This rumor of a-draft has·
RACHEL FISCHER
Contributing Writers
n
'So, am I feeling a draft? Yes spreading over the i~terrieffoi ~~~· _
Diversi~ns Editors
· MEGANMATTIIEWS
era! months now and has been furmy, Army. the draft of a radical political orga~
JIMMY DILLON
NORA MCINERNY
eled by MoveOn and MTV's Rock·. Reserv:
my National Guard, . nization \\talking among our ranks
TONY MCCOSHAM
PATRICK MEEHAN
theVote, according to·recent news their name.:is placed ·on a list for spreading lies to scare cbllege stuOnline Editor
JACQUIE DERTING
reports by national ,TV media.
about three' to five years as part of• dentS to vote the way' they are tellWAYLONENVIK
MARIA SHEERAN
In an attempt to rea8sure por~ their contract: Iii. th~ everit of war, irig yotf to:· ·
' · · · -· ·· · · ·· · .
tions of the American public;· on they cou~dbe'calle~·back·onto ac"..: :
So
matter who wdn the"elec- :
On the Web: http://www.xavier.edu/newswire
Oct. 5, 2004, the House of.Repre- tive duty:•since'they ai:e' already · . tiort. 'on
there will
a
Th• Xavitr Newswlrt is published weekly throughgeneral staff.
.
sentatives voted402 ~·2·to;defeat trained as soldiers'.' ' ': ,..... ··. '".' - "diilft,_,and I only hope that the votout the school year, except during vlli:lllion and final exSubscription ~.are.$30 per year or $15 perse-.
1
wns, by the studenlS of Xavier.un(rosity, 3800 Victory
mes1er within the USA and are prorated. SubserlpUon
H;R 163; the bilfto sta,rtprepru:il:" ' .'~A's ofthis'pilSHur}eithere:\Vere·; erihiid not'leLthis.politicil ad
Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45201·2129'; ,: .
. .Inquiries should. be directed to Daniel Cox, 513-745The Slaff editorial fa Writlen by'.irdifrerent staff mem3067,
.. .
.
tions·fo'reiristate.:a:.militacy;.draft/: ·· ovei: J l l;OOO:;soldiersriiil"tlje'IRR/; fluence·
wiftiou( gettirig' the.
her each week and do nm necessarily reflect the sentiAdvertlslne Inquiries should bti directed to Eliza· They purposely created the _bill So far;· only 5;6doilave be~il<faifod :· facts. ,
···
·
menlS of the entire staff. It is also not U..8ole resrionsibilbeth AmelL Adv~rtising Manager, 513-745,3561.
ity ofU.. Opinions and Editorials ioditor to wrile iL
One copy of Th• Xavitr N•w•wlre, distributed on
an~
then·
killed~Wt6.prove
that
back
to
duty,
mainly•due·to'tlieif
·
·
'·:
.
·
·~apta:irit)arrelfSideS'.'
The sllltemenlS and opinioos of Tht Xavltr Newswirt .
campus, iS free per pe11on per week. Additioiiiil copiO.
are not.necessarily thnsc of the sludent body,' faculty or
are 25 cenlS.
. .·
.there is n~ support in <Congress~ critical skills, ;sij'cli as·
po. ' -~"· , .! , : ·, 'if.O.iGLJepJtt',tibfit"
adminislllltion or Xavier. The saliomenlS and opinions of
Xavier Unive11ity is an aca.ielnic·c~nuiiunity·c~ ' •
. Also;,.withoutcorig[essfonal sup-. lice and:tf.ansliitdr~.>It is· riot the":
'·""·' ...
~
n"I ... ,,,_,,
a colllmaisl do DOI ~I~ ielleo;t those of editon or
milled 1_11 equal ,opportunity for all pmm.. . ; ,) · ·

a

*'""' 0
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to police comments and inaction
-

BSA'S . EXECUTIVE BOARD FEELS POLICE COMMENTS HINT AT LARGER PROBLEM AND ISSUES .YET TO BE ADDRESSED
"The purpose of the Black Stu~ strides taken to recruit and retain a responsiveness to the matter allows measurestaken,orlackthereof,by culture is an issue in itself and needs
· ·
Xavier University to resolve these to be addressed by the campus as a
dent Association is to .. promote the larger population of students of it to linger qn. ·
·
issues of harassment, intimidation whole.
.
In
efforts
to
.express
stuqent
coninterest of the black students at color to fu.rther diversify our bearid
stereotyping · should be
Moreover, it is critical that the
cerns,
The'
Black
Students
ConXavier University, ·advocate their . loved university, the fact of the
enough
for
administration
to
take
.
Xavier
community at large realizes
cerns
Committee's
resolution,
rights and privileges,.and tp teach matter is race relations on this camnotice
and
then
take
immediate
acthat
these
types of occurrences
which.
was
published
.and
revised
the Xavier coinmunity andthe pub- pus are unstable and problematic
tio~.
If
any·
student,
regardless
of
should
not
just
affect us as Africanby
the.
Black
Students
Concerns
lie· as a whole the significance of as .a direcfresult of this iiistability.
gender,
race,
ethnicity
feels
unAnierican
students
but as an entire
Committee
(as.a
sub-committee
of
·. African-American culture.''
As. the Xavier community contin,
comfortable,
it
is
up
to
the
adminstudent
body
the
Black
Studen(Associatiori)
in
..
The
comments
made
: In keeping .with our mission ' ues to struggle· with these issues,
istration
to
recogni:z;e
the
issue
.and
by
Chief
Couch
and
other
events
2003,
challenged
the
university
to
statement ·and in alignment with · we are leftto wonder ifthe univerthat have taken place are threats to
seeking justice ·with Martin Luther sity is prepared' for· an incoming · "develop a prec~se system of properly respond.
When
an
issue
arises,
such
as
the justice of all students on the
King; Jr. who said: "Injustice any: · class that raised Xavier's student
that
which
preceded
the
editorial
campus
of Xavier University.
where is a threat to justice every- of color population from 13 perpiece
by
Ebony
Davis,
the
univerWe
challenge
Xavier to establish
where," The Black StudentAssocia- cent to 17 percent.
sity
as
a
whole
is
expected
to
re.
a
formal
procedure
for reporting intion feels the need to p~blicly reOver the past three years, there
spond
expediently
to
the
incident
cidents
where
students
feel their
spond to the acts. of injustice.that have beeri various reports ofhaas
they
did
with
the
events
involvconcern
or
dispute
has
not
been adhave taken place over the past few. rassment. towards African-Ameriing students that took place on . equately addressed. This response
weeks;
. can.students on,th!s,gampus,:;and
·Dana avenue earlier this year. So was requested in the 2003 Revised
r.· It 'is a disapp.ointmehHo oiir or- · while· 'iii.any.~ lfavcn:ie.en resolVed,
the simple question posed to ad- Resolution and has yet to be anganization that ,we mu~t continue' others have been neglected andforministration and Student Govern- swered. As our constitution states,
to challenge Xavier University to gotten about over time. . ·
ment is "do you care, and how are we, as the Black Student Associarespond to racial incidents such as
Many African-American stuyou prepared to effectively express tion, have promised to "build, susthe one that took place weeks ago dents· are uncomfortable with the
your concern through action?"
tain, protect, and maintain their
between Police Chief Michael present .university climate regardThe comments made by Chief unity, self-respect, and self-esteem."
Couch and student Ebony Davis on ing policy and procedure. It is now checks and balances for. handling
··
time to challenge ourselves as stu- · students' racialconcerns and dis- Michael Couch in regard to stereoOct. 4 and 09t.)l. ·
As such, we will continue to be
·. With the institution ·of several ::dents 'and administrators. There is . putes." Sadly this challenge has types of African-Americans is a true the voice of the African-American
changes geared toward· improving alack ofurgency to respond to ha~
seemingly fallen upon deaf ears, ex~ple of the problems and is- community and will continue to voand although it was proposed three sues of lack of sensitivity that we calize our concerns until they are
the university, it dissatis.fies ·and rassment issues that take place on
disheartens us that the university this campus.
years ago, it has yet to receive a as students face day to day on cam- truly taken into consideration and
pus. The fact that our own chief of not devalued by those who choose
as a whole is still having problems
It is also imperative to note that formal response or action.
dealing with racial concerns ·and this is·not a new and unheard conThe mere fact that any student police, the person paid to "protect to ignore them.
disputes.
cern; it has been consistent issue regardless of race,. gender, or and serve" our wonderful campus,
-Black Student Association
In spite of some successful · in the past and the university's un- . ethnicity is concerned with the feels this way about a particular
Executive Board

of

occu

a

G.O.A.L. FEELS INACTJON BY LEADERS OF THE UNIVERSITY ADDS TO RACIALLY INSENSITIVE CAMPUS
We, Gentlemen Organized for
Achievement· and .Leadership
(G.0.A.L) , are deeply concerned
and troubled by the action of Campus· Police, the Student Government Association, and the univer-;
sity administration with regard to
the conversations surrounding the

ter secure the concert venue. The mirror images of the actions of a
subjective logic .used by campus· year ago. It is virtually unrealistic .
police in suggesting.these security.· to expect students of color to feel.
measures is. problematic.
protected by a police force with dis- .
We· believe these suggestions ·. criminatocy practice. .
were clearly racially motivated.
"/
•
•
//
They were made with a stereotypical perspective onAfrican-Anieri-·
·
t_ tS Vt

..
Talib Kweli concert.. .
We feel, the actions concerning
the security needs ofihis cc;mcert
were indicative of an institutional
culiure that has aggressively. tar~

can .artis~, and the individuals that
such artists attract. These actions
are indic.ativ~ ofthe-raCia1 prom- L
.
ing that the university has allowed, wu ""
and h.as been ~recurring practice.

rtua )'
U!J-.....~:... e,a
... li·s.·.t·.···.z.,.··°'.···.'."'".'·.·.·if··. V.~.·"'.·;;./~.~
...
_
l · i...!:rY. v.·~. .··~.lf~.r/i·
·f

fhe executive branch of SGA were
present at this meeting where a discriminatocy policy was suggested,
they stood idly by without camment while members of the student
body that they represent were being racially prnfiled.
·
SGA's apathy in regards to race

relations delivers a message that
issues involving discrimination
1
and diversity are unimportant, and
1 I ·· ·
should only be handled by memhers oftlie affected community.
getedmembers.oftheXavie~com~· withintheCalllpusPolice~ystem.
rc~:-,..-.:J. ·
It implies that in order for all
mm1ity)hadhis institution has. a
The same ideology was exposed·
students to be effectively repreS
sented, a member of their ethnic
responsibility to s~rve., Iti!! this last year in, a security bulletin that
mindset thateats away at the .very. w~ posted by Ciunpus ,Poljce.
. group, race, gender, nationality, refoundation
a successful and
Jhis.· ~~l)e~il1 ai:bitrar.ily,.identi-..
ligiotis affiliation or sexual· orientation must be present at all decidiverse university is. bu.ilt.~p~n. ··. tied t\lemajority .QfAftjP,aJ):-An;ieri:-:;
,We are equally disturbed by the . sion-making opportunities.
. ql1rJ$~ue ~frf~e·campus':P~- : can males. on. this .. cainpus as sus..:;
lice is one with historic roots. To ,· p~cts
series ll§~a\llts tlir.ough inaction of our elected representa- I
This defies the very essence of
prepare '.for .the· upcoming· Talib.';: aJJ . ambiguous ·desc,i;ip.t~l)n~:, .'.This.· .. ~ tionJ¢iidi'ng.SGA'.."We feel that it is the Sttident GoverrimentAssociaKw~ii~c.~qc~~t~· ~.me~tiD,g:was.helci. . is~Hl1i~~)1q~r~s~e..cHas~.ye.ar by ·the>\ the .rewonsilii:lif¥..of: this body to tion. This organization exists to
in· order to discuss· the .security mxmber~hip9((}.p;A,f..,.,ail_cfw~felt equally serve-·all' students with a be the. voice of 811 students withn~~~..O( ~!J;!?,~911~~.~~: ~. 1~ this meet~ ... ' it~~; re.~o..Iisd. '. (; ~ F' ;; .\~ ! ... . . ' '; A_<;::: consistent clevel t of;piission, vigor, .· . out. deference, but with sensitivity
ing 'it.~~: l!~~g¢s~~q' that increa8ed
· . ;r~~.,~c:.t,i.cm~)~ Ws J~C:~!lt .ini;:i-,· >. respect and .sensitivity. ..:
· ·" to ~eir di,ffe~e11ces.; •.. . .
.
If this body is unable:to equally
· .security was neede9 in order.to bet.,. ·. d~p,fi.~rio!'r~g .A~qqy1 1.P~Yi~ ~!;i~ · :;;Even .thouggrsome,members

.ttlfie.nts. o.·1h ·

protqt:_(t_d ·
fio. . .
di

· ·· l

e

'th

o{wliai

in a

of

.of ·

I.

serve the needs, ·wants and desires
of all students, it is imperative that
it reconsider its role and effectiveness in the lives of members of the
Xavier University .student body.
.We feel that the administration
m~st respond to issues of discrimination on campus; and not consider
these events to be isolated incidents.
This-issue is not solely specific
to campus police or SGA, but rather
is an institutional climate problem
that must be addressed.
In keeping with the Jesuit ideals, we hope that this University's
...
executi.ve leadership realizes. the
importance of respect, sensitivity,
equality and open dialogue in ·issues of diversity and race relations.
G.O.A.L,Js willing to be an active change ·agent with regards to
these.issueii, ·and.hope that other
University entities will embody our
same spirit of positive change.
~entiement Organized/or
·Achievement and Leadership.

.,
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Rough season ends ·
for women's soccer
The Xavier women's soccer team
registered a noteworthy but unwanted statistic with their seasoriending tie 0-0 with Fordham on
Sunday, marking the organization's
first losing season since 1987.
The Musketeers finish the year
5-12-2 (4-5-2), good for eighth
place in the Atlantic 10.
Ineptitude on the offensive side
of the ball was the cause for many
of Xavier's losses this season, with
the Fordham shutout being the
ninth the Muskies have posted this
season.
On the bright side senior goalkeeper Andrea· Garber posted her
fifth shutout of the season in her
final collegiate contest.

CC finishes strong
at A-10 finals
The Xavier men's cross country
team catapulted itself into the upper echelon of the Atlantic 10 Con-·
ference on Saturday afternoon at
the 2004 Atlantic 10 Cross Country Championships.
XU's me11 turned in the best performance in school history as the
Musketeers finished third, topping
the previous best finish of seventh
in 2002.
The women.finished seventh in
the eleven-team event, tying the
program's best finish set in 2000
and 200 L
The men demonstrated a marked
improvement from last year as the
Musketeerswereabletomovefrom
eighth in 2003 to third overall in
the Atlantic 10 Conference.
"Both of our programs really
overachieved. today. On the
women's side we were extremely
banged up and to come throughlike they did by tying their bestever finiSh was very gratifying,"
said Head Coach Steve Nester.
The Musketeers will attempt to
continue the momentum built at the
Atlantic 10 Conference Championships into the NCAA Great Lakes
Regional on Nov. 13 in Ypsilanti,
Mich.

Golf closes season
placing fifth
The Xavier University men's
golf team shot its low round of the
weekend on Sunday as XU carded
a 287 (-1) and moved up three spots
· from the second round to finish the
Landfall Tradition i!l fifth place
with a three-round total of868 (.f.4).
The Landfall Tradition concludes the fall season for the·Musketeers.

Musketeers back on ·
track.with 2-0 ·weekend
BY CASEY WELDON
Contriputing writer

After more than a week away .
from competitive play, the Xavier
volleyball team bulldozed through
the corilpetitfon using both ends of
the victory spectrum this past week-·
end, going 2-0. ·during a crucial ·
road-trip.
After opening up their play with .
a dominating three-game sweep of
Fordham, the Musketeers took part
in an epic five-game battle in Rhode
Island.
The match lasted over two hours
and saw the Muskies battle back
from a daunting two-game deficit
to win.
Xavier is now a combined 4-0
versus their Atlantic 10 counterparts
of Fordham (12-13, 4-5 in the A10) and Rhode Island (8-14, 3-7)
Junior Kate Duchek led Xavier
on their weekend march through
.
.
NEWSWIREPHOTOTAl<EN BY.SHANE GLEASON
the northeast portion of the Atlantic 10 conference. Duchek, a native ·Senior Kate Duchek (far left) and the· Musketeers prepare for ·action during a home match. Xavier .
of St. Louis, led the Muskies'· of- downed Atlantic lo rivals Fordham and Rhode Island this weekend, moving to a~2 in the conference..
fensive attack during both contests. partisan Rhode Island ci:owd, the Horvath (13) and freshman Jill feated themselves with 25 hitting
Duchek, who has been a key figure URI Rams jumped out to an early Quayle _(10). Skrajewski·also. errors, ·,
on the team since coming to Xavier two game lead in the match (24-30 · posted her eleventh double-double
Despite .the continued solid pfay
from Car Jesu Academy in 2002, . and 26~3()) before the Musketeers of the season as she tallied 10 digs · ofDuchek who had 10 kills, three
tallied totals of21 kills (a weekend came to life and dominated the fi- in addition to her 19 kills.
digs, two aces arid a .429 hitting
high) versus Rhode Island and 10 nal three stanzas of the match to.
Friday riight, theMusketeers re- percentage), Bjorklund finished
against Fordham.
secure ·victory, 30-22; 30-23, and turned to form, dismantling a far -· with the stat line of the night.
The stellar play from Duchek 1-5-13.: · · ·
weaker Fordham team in three
The 5'11" native ofNieollet,
garnered her AtlanticlO Player~of
· The back-and-forth contest saw ··. games, 30-16, 30-14, and 30~ 16.
MN tailied'a robust nfoe kills,~two ·
the-Week honors for the seco.nd neither team able to hold on to con· Having to sit with their second · aces, and five total blocks (two solo
time this season (week of Sept. 20). trol of the match until Xavier pulled regular season loss to Dayton loom- blocks), while accumulating a '.615
Duchek's two Player-of-the- out the fifth game nail-biter. The ing in the back of their minds.for hitting p~rcentage.
Week awards makes her just the sec- · match saw 36 ties and 36 lead . more than a week, the Musketeers.
The Musketeers will return to
ond player to earn multiple cita- changes, whiCh saw the teams com- used their huriger for a vietory and action next· weekend for a pair of
tions this season (Faye Barhorst of bine .for 152 kills and 18 total the sloppy play of their opponent conference games, as they take on
UD has three). Xavier's Danielle blocks. The teams were nearly ideri- to the fullest degree. Xavier could . Temple ( H/5) and La Salle (11/6,
Skrajewski is the only other Mus- tical in stats, as Xavier accounted· do no wrong.on offense. or defense. seriior night) in their last home
keteer to win the award this season for 80 of those kills.(URI 72) and
The.372hittingpercentageand stand()ftheseason.Bothgamesare
.(weekof pct. 11)..
1O of the total blocks (URI 8),
eight service aces of the Musketeers ··scheduled for 7 p.m.
With just four regular season
The Musketeers earned every in general might be enough for vie· contests remaining, the Musketeers
find themselves with a record of14.
·
)
9 (8-2). Xavier's two losses to Dayfinished with five players totaling 48teamdigs(Horvath, 11),Xavi~r ...··..••. io·.·· .:t···;,:··,, ·. .:.• ,;,/g'<S~l")·: . ·
ton leave them in third place be- 10 or more kills on the match: became unstoppable.
.· 1-:~ . ay <:)fl.18 .• \,-·>' .
hind first place Dayton (9-1) and Duchek (21), sophomores
When the Mu~keteers were not •· 2'Templ~;]'fij4'(8"-l) .
'.Temple (8-1).
·
Saturday afternoon, in front.of a

~:~~=:: ~!/~:~rc:n~~s~i~!nia~~~; ~~~:~~i:i~~;;e:: ~~~~~~~ >:,;~~~t~K~Bf~~~;~'(,O'\.;
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Games to Watch

2004Season
A-10
4-5-2

Overall

11/6
Dayton.
·(Xavier Soccer Complex)
7 p.m.·

HfS
·Temple
(Cintas Center)
·7 p;m;

.
11/13'
.
. NCAA Great Lakes Regional
(Ypsilanti, Mich.) ·
'TBA

5-12-2

XU Wpmen's b-ball exhibition game vs. Hoosier Lady Stars 7:30 p.m .... Men's b-ball exhibition
.game vs. California (Pa.) 1 p.m.... Xavier rifle team competes· in Walsh Rifle Match 8 a.m: .. ~
·
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The Newswire's .Shane Gleas~n gives us a pictorial look at the final weekend of home
soccer action for both the. men's and thewomen's teams ..

Senior Melissa Clavier catches a breather during . AMusketeer (right) and aLa Salle Explorer jockey
a home game.
for position.·
·

.
.·:.

Freshm~mPatrick,Hewitt looks on after.cel)terinf...

)1,pa,s~to.a.~:ea~.rq~~~~:-_., · · -.:·;;;· 1:;, -~.

J.uniprs MC>lly Finnerty (5) and Lau'faMerkel (20)

':> \';sprint:~-~hindt~7;~,ctiqn.1
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DIVERSIONS

_B..........
R_~-F~----i·'Saw:'

seeisomet."hi_ng· else

Jimmy Dillon, Editor

Diversions Desk: 745-2878

Art exhibitions
at Aronoff Center
The
Cincinnati
Arts
·Association's Weston Gallery in
the Aronoff Center for the Arts
presents "Sticks and Stones" and
"Forged Souls, Weathered Soles."
"Sticks and Stones" is a sitespecific installation by Gary
Gaffney created from painted and
manipulated tree limbs and found
objects. It also involves the placement of inscribed rocks with
thoughtful messages situated
prominently in exterior public settings.
"Forged Souls, Weathered
Soles" is a mixed media installation focusing on the dilemma of
the African Diaspora.
The gallery is open from 10
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday and noon to 5 p.m. on
Sunday.
More information can be found
at www.cincinnatiarts.org/weston.

"Big, The Musical"·
at Aronoff Center
Cincinnati Music Theatre presents "Big, The Musical" at the
Aronoff Center's Jarson-Kaplan
Theater.
"Big, The Musical,'' based on
the Tom Hanks hit, "Big," in
which a young boy is magically
transformed into a man after making a wish to a fortune telling
video game, is adapted by John
Weidman, David Shire and Richard Maltby, Jr.
The show runs Nov. 5-13. For
showtimes, ticket information,
prices and directions, visit
www.cincinnatimusictheatre.org.
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LEIGH WHANNELL WRITES AND ~TARS IN THE DERIVA:TIVE MESS OF.THE HALLOWEEN SEASON

f

BY DAN COX
Editor in Chief

When considering the internet
buzz, word-of-mouth and ,horrifying
previews, it's hard ti:> come up with
a more disappointing movie than
"Saw."
The movie opens up with Adam,
played by Leigh Whannell ("The
Matrix Reloaded") and Lawrence,
played by Cary· Elwes ("Robin
Hood: Men in Tights") chained to
opposite walls in a disgusting bathroom with a dead man in the center.
As the two begin talking, we
learn that Lawrence is a doctor while
Adam appears to be a random nobody. We also learn that they're the
latest victims of a serial killer called
Jigsaw. He's called this because he
creates complex scenarios where his
victims have to either kill or be
killed.
It's revealed through tape recordings that Lawrence must kill Adam
by a certain time or Lawrence's wife
and daughter will be killed. Of
course, the most obvious· way for
Lawrence to accomplish this is to
saw off his own foot freeing him
from his chains, pick up the gun the
corpse in the middle of the room is
holding, and shoot Adam.

':·.··

...,. ,· :.'/.
··"·.:,..
PHOJO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

After one of his mariy benders, actor and .writer Leigh Whannell finds the screenplay of. usaw"
hidden in the
bowels
·
.
. of this wonderful toilet.... and it was goo~!
.
off after a certain amount of time.
If that sounds complicated and
you 're wondering .how the killer·
managed to set all of these situations
up without anyone knowing, you 're
not the only one. Don't'expect an
answer to that question, or-many
other questions you might have.
All of the grisly murder scenes
occur in fast forward time, and we
are already told the end result before each ori'e starts; so it's hard to
worry for a victim when we already
know what's going to happen.
The murderer is of course not
anyone you'd suspect, and the
movie makes a couple quick turns
at the end to try and wrap up loose
plot threads, but by the end, it's hard

to care what happens to the vic- movie· where Jigsaw explains that
tims .. No tiine is spent to make us he's trying to make people live their
care about any of the people in the lives to their full potential. It's never
film, so when one of them gets clear how Jigsaw picks his victims
killed, it's hard to muster up any or how he constructs these elaborate
kind of emotion.
James Bond type of death seThe movie, written by .. quences. ·
All of this could have been forWhannell, feels like a lot of better
movies crammed into one. The given if the script had made us care
. death scenes try to have the gritty about any of the victims, but sadly
feel to them that "Se7en" did, and it does not. Both Lawrence and
Jigsaw seems· to try and· copy Adam have ·enough skeletons in
Hannibal Lecter's sense of superi- their closets to make us not care
ority and full understanding, only about either of them and there is no
· time spent on any of the other charnot as well.
We're also left completelyin tlie acters to make us care if they live or
·
dark as to why these gruesome die:
If I were you, I wouldn't see
murders are taking place until a
weak explanation at the end of the "Saw."

"Freak Show"
at Shadowbox
Shadowbox Cabaret presents
"Freak Show" at Newport on the
Levee.
"Freak Show" is Shadowbox's
annual collection of comedy, theater and music dedicated to the
joys of fear.
Showtimes are Wednesday and
Thursday at 7 p.m. and Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m.
On Saturdays, there is an additional 11 p.m. show.
For ticket information, visit
www.shadowboxcabaret.com or
call (859) 581-7625.

"All My Sons" at
Shakespeare Festival
Cincinnati Shakespeare Festival presents "All My Sons," Arthur
Miller's classic play about the
troubles of veteran Joe Keller a~d
his family in the wake of World
War II.
·~u My Sons" begins Thursday and continues through Nov.
14..
Performances are at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday-Saturday. Matinees are
.at 2 p.m. on Sundays~
For ticket foformation, visit
www.cincyshaices.com or call
381-BARD. ·

B~t instead we have to sit through
flashbacks to try and understand just
what the heck is going on.
As the story unfolds we're introduced to other characters, such as
gritty-doesn't-need-a-wife-kind-ofcop Danny Glover ("Angels in the
Outfield") and several minor characters who are usually killed immedfately after they are introduced.
Some of these death traps include
having to run through a maze of razor wire in order to get out of a door
that will lock soon, or having to gut
a sedated man in order to get the key
out of his stomach to a mechanical
mask that will tear the victim's jaw

ucome ride this tricycle with me," says this creepy"Team America" reject.

live Wires.

New Releases·

Wednesday,Nov.3.
The following discs are due for release on or before Nov. 2 ...

Bunnybrains Box Set (Narnack) ... Maynard Ferguson Ridin 'High.
(Wounded Bird) ... John Lennon Rock 'N' Roll (Capitol) ... Okkervil
River Sleep & Wake-Up Songs (Jagjagtiwar) ... Joey Ramone Don't Worry
About Me (Silverline) ... Tavares Madame Butteifly (Capitol) ... Tipper
Surrounded (Silverline) .;. Toto Live in Amsterdam: Special Edition
(Eagle Rock) ... Joe Walsh Got Any .Gum? (Wounded Bir~) ...
·

.

Friday, Nov. 5

Brian Jonestown Massacre

Simple Plan

@ Southgate House

@Bogart's

Saturday, Nov. 6

Mates of State

Sunday, Nov. 7
Velvet Revolver

@ Southgate House

@ U.S. Bank Arena

... all dates are tentative.
..•:.·· . ..
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·.ASST. DIVERSIONS EDITORTONY REMINISCES ABOUT THE TIMES HE PEED HIS PANTS
This article i~ part oja month-long .
.· ser,i~s covering the genre ofliorrorO:'
films. Zombies, vampires and monsters :will highlight the._series. ··This
. , . week, Asst.· Divers.ions Editor Tony
McCosham delves into som,e of his
mosthorrifyihg hbrror fl.icks.

to look at Teddy Roosevelt or my
Uncle Albert the same way.

"Friday the 13th"
As if seeing. a ·young, horny
Kevin Bacon wasn't enough, this
scariest of "Friday the 13th" films
would always cut to a creepy first
' person shot whe~ever the killer was
stalking the one of the counselors.
Plus, they threw in this labored
breathing on the soundtrack (you
know, "HEH-HEH-HEH-HEHHOO-HOO-HOO") that totally niined the joy of calling phone sex
hotlines.

: ·BY TONY MCCOSHAM ..
·Asst. DiversionsEditor ··.

i' rri. not ~uch oLa horror movie
aficionado, so I w_c:in 't be. ranting
' abmit how the chestburster s6erie in
the first "Alien'; was the d~fi~ing point . ·
of 70's cinema. ·. ·
Nevertheless, here·are some mc:iv~:
ies that haye scared the crap _outof '
-'me, oftentimes causing me: to change ·
the way. I live my life and hui:t those I
lov(l, dooming me .to wander this
world alone: .. forever.

''Pet Semetecyll"

''The Anlityville Horror''·
I know thjs one made last week's
top five horror movws Hst, but,m~n; :.
was'n'tthat scene with th,e yeUow eyes
9titside the ~indow the freakiest! Not 'Covered i~ this article (C otkwise): Travis Wa ton-in goop, "Pet.Semetary'! dog in fur, Norman
.
to mention .that voice telling Rod Bates iri his.mother's clothing and Kevin Bacon in blood.
Steiger.to "Get out!".·..
· ··
ducted-by-aliens-and-theri~gets- Sweeney star in "Cutting Edge" as abou~ how Alfred Hitchcock made
Steiger didn't even listen to a-~ovie-made~about-him flick Doug Dorsey, an Olympic hockey· us afraid of taking showers.
· ~ Brando iii "On the Waterfront," but than a hOrrqr movie, but this story pl~yer who becomes partially blind Whoop-dee-doo."
of Travis Walton;s supposed alien ·_ after a monster_ check from a mem· But you're wrong. I'm not gohe listened to the house.
ing to mention how because of
I heard from a very. reli.able source .. abduction has its terrifying ·mo-. ber of the West German team? ·
Geez, w.hat'.s the deal with D. B. "Psycho" I one~ locked my dog in
that th_e Amjtyville Curse had sex with . merits. ·
Fo_r instance, when Travis is Sweeney and eyes?!? .
the bathroom in order to protect me
the Superman Curse, and that's. what
from any shower crashers.
really made Margot Kidder go insane. lying naked on the examination
'
~able' and the aliens start .to stick.
"Psycho"
What "Psycho" really did was
"Fireinthe Sky"
that needle in his eye. No thank.
I know what you're thinking, as make me afraid of taxidermy and
I know _this is more of a crack-pot- you!
you audibly groan, "Great, another transvestites.
con.Yi1J.~e.~~-t1w-wprld~.lie.~was-,ab~.,.
Wl\it ~,#ck!, .Didn'.t D .•,~.. hack, who's going, .to.,raJilble on...
Ever since, I've never been able

.. -

I'm sure the original was better,
but when ·Ronny from "Honey, I
Shrunk the Kids" (Jared Rushton)
got his face torn off by the wheel
of Edward "I'm no longer John
Connor" Furlong's _dirt bike, I immediately .rethought my plans to
become the first man to clean a dirt
bike tire with his tongue.
Spealclng of Edward "Can I borrow some drugs" Furlong, didn't
you think "A Home of Our Own,"
that m:ovie h~ did with Kathy Bates,
was a heartwarming tale of a fatherless family coming together and
trying to make ends meet in the
60s?
No? You thought it was sappy
melodrama?.
Oh.
Well, .I'm gonna go watch .
"Brainscan."

·_Dlversio.ns~Top's
fr~sldents Cinema • .

.

In Your Ear

..

One of. two things will happen . 11 ("Leaving New York") and the
· with the playing of R.E.M.'s lat- war in Iraq.
est album, Around the Sun: listen"High Speed Train" shows the
ers wili either swell with liberal band's desire to relocate to "Berpride or f!lll flat asleep.
•lin, Kyoto or Marseilles" on a high_
. In their thirteenth career al- speed .train if the United States
bum, R.E.M's offers its most po-, doesn~t change from its current
litically centralized sound yet.
course. This track is the only song
The band has long b~en open . of the album to use a classic guitar
· abouttheir leftist views and.this. solo thatR.E.M. fans have grown
·
album is no exception. They have accustomed to.
"The Outsid(lrs" clearly states
even joined Bruce Springsteen in
the "Vote for Change~· Tour to.· . the band's objection to the war, endraise· monl?Y for John Kerry's ing with rapper Q-Tip's.rionviolence
.mand~te:. "I wanna float a quote .
presidential campaign.
Along with analogies of na- , from Martin Luther King/ I am not
R.E~M. liberally uses politi;. ·
ture ~nd love affairs, R.E.M. al- afraid."
·
cal messages
ludes to such current events as 9/.
Similarly, the anti-war· song, ;,I .

Wanted to Be Wrong," expresses the
band's disillusionment with the Iraq
war's justification while "Final
Straw" has the most poignant lyr~
ics of the album in which the band
demands explanation for the actions
of the government.
In an attempt to be optimistic
about the future, ''Around the Sun"
concludes the album.with a hopefol view that differs from the precedent tracks.
Unfortunately, it's too little, too
late and the album in its entirety will
put lis'teners in a very somber mood,
partially due. to its negative over~
tones but also to its overall dull
·sound. However, the album does
have a certain cohesiveness fo
sound. and theme that· their
last two albums have lacked.
Around the Su~_ marks the
third R.E.M. album released
since the 1997 departure of
drummer Bill Berry, and the
.album lacks the compliGround. rhfnking aboutsorf!E3'fasf cash and help with college?
menting drum patterns that
Join the fast-paced FedEx Ground team as part-time Package Handler.
Berry's work provided.
. You'll w_ork up a svveat. And in return, get a weekly paycheck; tuition·.
·
Michael Stipe's voice has
traditionally been a shining
assistance and more.
·
·
point for R.E.M. 's sound, but
this album has taken that just
a step foo far. It seems as
though R.E.M. may_ have just
''
Qualifications:
.
been better off to publish a
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
· · Apply Directly to:
book of poetry about their
• $9 to $9.50 p/!Jr to start; scheduled raises.
· FedEx·Ground.
political ideas.
after 90 days and 1 year. Available shift:
9667 Inter-Ocean Drive
· Although the album of2AM~8AM Tue-Sat ·
.
Cincinnati;· ()fl 45246 ,
.
fers
brilliantlyrics and an ur• Abilizyto lgad, unload, sort packages ·
· >.,•
. :,
• 1~ years or older .
tedex.com/us/careers .
gent message, it fails to give
•.Part-time, .5-deiY.:w~~~
''''.:
. .
: Women and minorities are e,~cburag~iito
Join the team.
listeners memorable music, a
~!
· From'l-75 North to 1-275 West, Take Exit #428, OH 747 North Exit. Merge onto Princeton Pike, Princeton Pike becomes OH-747. _Continue on oH:747.lor approxlmatelY
staple for past R:E.M. records.
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CALENDAR AND CLASSIFIEOS

12 week of NOVEMBER 3, 2004

~~U =•]~I:;:; 174,•4
November 3
Well, I suppose that everybody
is getting over their Election Day
hangov.7r today. My prediction is
that by the time you read this, we
still won't know for sure who is
running the country. Nevertheless, ·
I encourage you all to stop your
Faux News slumber party, and get
some sleep.
If the mess of red and blue-colored states has gotten you stressed
out, take a bi;eak at this week's International Coffee Hour in the
Faces of the World Lounge at 3
p.m. The host nation today is India. Go and get some infornationa~
perspective on the election. Just
how bad do other countries hate
the ol' Red, White, and Blue?
Guess who is celebrating a
·birthday today? C'mon, guess!
Ifs soooo ironic ... Michael
Dukakis! That's right, the Democratic martyr for George H.W.
Bush's campagin turns 71 today. I.
wrote him onto my ballot, just for
old-time's sake, since I was too
young to actually vote for him.
Today is also Cliche Day. Do ·
my trite election-themed jokes
qualify? Let me know. At least
· they're inoffensive, right?
Even more importantly, today
is Sandwich Day. This is the holiday for women all over the world
to celebrate their "sammich" mak- .
ing skills and make their men a
tasty Dagwood sandwich while
dressed in their best poodle skirts.
Mmmm, sandwiches ...

Help Wanted
Child care wanted for adorable
two-year-old twin boys. Job entails running errands, playing,
teaching, light cooking, bathing,
and h_elp ·getting the kids to bed.
Candidate must have valid drivers license and a car. Dog and animal lover a plus. Up to 20 hours
per week. Pay is $7~10 per hour
based on experience. Call Cindy
at 470-1563.
Abercrombie and .Fitch at
Rookwood is looking for people
who are fun, hardworking,. and
want a discount to become Impact
Team members. We neei:I motivated people available from 8 a.m.
- 1 p.m. on Wednesdayffhursday,
or 3 p.m. - 8 p.m. all other days. If
interesteQ, call Sean at 731-6888
to attend. a group interview.

Sitters on Call seeks mature
babysitters to work in our clients'
homes. Must be non-smoker and
have own car. Early childhood,
teaching, or nursing curriculum a
plus. Call Katherine at 474-7654.

People needed .to n1.ke leaves
this Saturday, 11/6, at 3925
Ledgewood Drive. Please call
'Tricia at 751-2034 by Friday
evening for information. ·

. THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

been pri.nted in C:alendar City! In
fact, you were niention~d in ·my
edition of Calendar City, which is
far more reputable thatithat of Dr.
··Josh.
Lima, Ohio's qwn Dean Jagger ·
would be celebrating his lOlst
.b~rthday today. The famous actor
starred in such things as ... well, I .
I. ~ ;,.J
I
.don't. actually know what he was
·. iri, but the Internet Movie DataNovember 4
November
base credits him for 98 perforThere's a conference· on mances in film and TV, so that
Although there is reason to be-.
lieve that we still will not know who
children's literature today atM:iaini . makes him a star. Today is :your
our Commander~in-Chief is, I will
University'. 1-can iinagine the dis- day, Lima, Ohio!
dispense with the election jokes He wouldn't look so cuddly if he cussions going iiomething like this:
from now on, I promise. Read my were eating your F~CE!
"Why was- it a cat in a hat?''.. . .
lips, no political jokes.
"Perhaps a dog in aJog wquld ·
'
.
OK, OK, I can't help myself, just·
have been better?"
·
November
8
one more. This is even more ironic
"The cat symbolizes the Oedipal
.
.
.
·.The Wellness Team's Lunch
Novemb'er 5
compiex in- all male children.'~
than the last: today is Laura Bush's
birthday! Maybe her birthday
I may be way 'offtarg~t here, and Le'arri Seminar.will be coverAh yes, November 5, the 310th which is probably why they didn't. ing the topic of massage therapy .
present will be a trip to the Supreme.·
Court with her husband to decide · day of the year. Of course, that also invite me to the confere~ce.
today in Gallagher Room 330 at
the outcome of the.election.That is ·:·means.there are few shopping days .
And for all you.ballers out there, 12:30 p.m. Can a Catholic .~chool
the sort. of gift you can· get t,h~ .. left until Christmas. Are you feel-. today is the birthday of Dr. James allow such a thing? I thought
woman who has everything.
·ing the Christmas spirit yet? Me Naismith. Dr. Naismith coura- sages were illegal in Hamilton
·. The Xavier Alliance will be meet- neither: I guess the crass political · geously i_nvented basketball, just SQ County..
ing at the Dorothy Day House at . commercials have.to end before the that the NBA would hav~ sqmetlting
7 :30 p.m. As always, the meeting is crass_ secular Christmas ones begin; ·to destroy; If you listen very closely,
open to all; and is a no-pressure en~
This is not a paid endorsement, you can hear him spinning i~ his
vironment. ThestatusofArticleXII, but I recommend "Shrek 2," graveeverytimeAllenlversontakes
·November 9
Halo 2, the much anticipated
to be decided as I write this Tu~s- availible on DVD and VHS today. another six steps before missing. a
··
·
day night, will determine whether It has the ktnd of humor that every- , layup.
videogame for the X-Box 'comes
or not I can actually make a joke body can enjoy, .unlike Calendar
out today. Girls, you. probably
here, so I will refrain. ·
· · · , . City. If nothing else, you can fan~
won't see your boyfriends for a
while. Professors, you probably
I am also declaring tonight a time tasize about.Cameron Diaz naked ...
won't see your male students for a
of mourning for the loss of "Must iri ogre form.
November 7
while, unless you play Halo 2 in
And of course, today is Guy
See TV." Remember when there was
"Friends;" and then"Caroline in the· Fawkes Day in England. If you're
Wendy Chen will be pe~forming the dorms with them.
Well this is Ryan Williamson,
City," follwed by "Seinfeld" and not familiar with the tradition, today for the Xavier Classical Pi"Frasier?" Those were the good ol' Google it sometime. It's quite dis- and Series at 2:30 p.m. in the signing off. Dr. Josh will be here
days.:. Now I just watch "The Core" turbing th.at little children build Ga'tlagher ·Center Theater. Con- next week with his shock-jock
gratl.llations, Wendy! Yournamehas . style of relating the week's events.
,on DVD constantly.
mannequ,!ps. to ~urn in effigy.
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MONDAY.
..

mas-

TUESDAY

SUNDAY.

For Sale

For Rent
·Studio or one bedroom apartment directly !!Cross from XU; 4+
bedroom house in Clifton. E-mail
cincivegan@juno.com for photos
~nd prices.
Norwood- Beautiful Victorian
three story house.. Four bedrooms.
Close to campus. This would be
perfect for 4-5 students to share. Call
Dorina at 368-2388.
Cincinnati Apartments Avail~
able- Search hundreds of independent landlord listings in the Xavier
area from just one website! Go to
www.apartmentfrog.com

945 DanaAvenue: spacious two
bedroom apartment, furriiShed or
unfurnished, close to campus, air
conditioning, no deposit neces~ary.
Available immediately. If one person rents, the rent is $500 per
. month; if two people rent, the rent .
is $625 per month, Lease. runs
through May 2005. If interested,
call Dianna at 720~220-2509 or email her at Diannalr@aol.com ·

Car- 1997 :Saturn SL2. $3700.
Great, reliable car! New tires, new
breaks, new muffler, power locks, air
conditioning, regular oil changes
and maintenance done, automatic
transm!ssion, and 82,000 1Diles (most
are highway miles). ·call Annie at
533-4006.

Travel

.#1 . Spring Break Yacations !
·Norwood- Renovated efficien- Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Babacies, one and two bedr<>oms, ·new . mas, f1lorida. Campus Reps
kitchens and tile baths, instant hot Wanted! Free Meals and Parties!
water, built-in dressers, refinished 1~800-234-7007.
hardwood floors, laundry, storage - endlesssummertours.com
$300, $350, $475 + u.tilities. Call
Spring Break Bahamas CelebBen at 861-4.1 ll if interested.
rity Party Cruise! .·s Days, $299!
Houses for rent: 7 bedroom 4.5 Includes meals and.·· parties!
bath, 6 bedroom 3 bath, and 7 bed- Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau; Jamaica ·
room 3.5 bath houses
available from $459 ! Panama City and ..
in June. AH ~ithin close walking Daytona, $159 !
Pl~ase visit
distances to Xavier. Call Brad at www.SpringBreakTravel.com 'or·
·290-7968 for showings or any ques-' call 1-800-678-6386.
tions.
Spring Break 2oos~ Travel with ·
Spacious 1 to 6 bedroom apart- STS,America's#l Stl.ldentTourOp. nients: OffStreet parking, walking· erator ·to ·Jamaica; Cancun,
distance to Xavier, laundry facili- Acapulco, B.ahamas .and Florida.· .
ties, water included all units, heat Now hiring on-campus reps; Call
also included for many uni'ts! As low for group· discoi.mtS.~ Information/·
as $i4o per student. .Call Harold at . Reservations, .I°-800-648~4849
532-5151.
· www.st8iraveLcom

all

or .

.· Then . plan · to attend . the Chi~lnnati ·
Metro. Law Fair! · Representatives from
over .40 law· schools ·from around the ·
country will be presen_t to discuss your
future in law school. This event is free
and open to the public.
What: Cincinnati Metro Law Fair
When: Saturday; November 6; 2004
11:00am - 2:.00 pm
Where: Clarion Hotel-Blue Ash
5901 Pfeiffer Road
. Cincinnati,
Ohio 45242
·)
. . .
.
- ·Consult

www.ohiolawcaravao.org
(or driving,d,ire~tions and other details.

Financi~ support pr~_vided by the La~ Sc~ool Ad~ssion Coun&

..

